
SURFER 2012

v i s u a l i z a t i o n  o f  
a l g e b r a i c  s u r f a c e s

www.imaginary.org/program/surfer

overview

with surfer you can experience the relation between formulas and 
forms, i.e. mathematics and art, in an interactive way. You can enter simple  
equations that produce beautiful images, which are surfaces in space. 
Mathematically, the programme visualizes real algebraic geometry in 
real-time. the surfaces shown are given by the zero set of a polynomial 
equation in 3 variables. surfer 2012 is a new Java implementation  
of surfer 2008 with a new raytracing kernel. it was mainly developed for 
the exhibitions and museum installations by the Mathematisches forsch-
ungsinstitut oberwolfach for iMaginarY and related activities.
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introDuction

with surfer you can create algebraic surfaces through 
equations. the polynomial equations are given in the 
variables x, y and z. all points in space that solve the 
equation are displayed and form the surface. as an 
example look at x^2+y^2+z^2-1=0, the equation of a 
sphere. You can easily see that the point (0,0,0) is not on 
the sphere while the points (1,0,0), (0,1,0) and (0,0,-1) 
for example solve the equation. note that a polynomial 
is given by variables with natural exponents, real 
coefficients and their multiplication and sum. 

1. entrY of polYnoMial

the polynomial in the three variables x, y and z can be 
entered in the text field at the bottom right. if the formula is 
syntactically incorrect a red exclamation mark (!) pops up 
on the right hand side of the text field. the surface, i.e. the 
real zeros of the polynomial, are displayed immediately. 
each surface is first shown in lower resolution and after a 
short time of calculation in high resolution. 

brief instruction

www.imaginary.org/program/surfer

sYsteM requireMents
all systems with Java runtime environment, 256Mb 
raM, cpu 1.4 gHz or higher. recommended screen 
resolution higher than 1024 x 768.

installation
launch the file surfer-setup.exe and follow the  
installation instructions. surfer requires the following  
runtime components which are installed 
automatically: Microsoft visual studio 2005 sp1, 
gtK+and gtkmm.

note that the program surf will be installed along 
surfer. the source code and license information can 
be found on the surfer page
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2. rotation of tHe surface

while holding down the left mouse button at the center of 
the image the surface can be rotated. During the rotation the 
surface is displayed in lower resolution. when the button is 
released it will be shown in high resolution - after  
a short time of calculation.

3. zooMing

with the zoom bar at the right of the display window you 
can zoom in or zoom out by changing the radius of the 
invisible sphere intersecting the surface. the surface is 
always displayed in the same overall size. You can also use 
touchpad zoom gestures or the mouse wheel.

4. entrY of paraMeters

the parameters a, b, c and d can be used in the text field. 
when using them slider automatically appear to change 
the parameters betweeen 0 and 1. the parameters can 
easily be changed with the mouse. the changed surface is 
displayed immediately.

5. colours

under menu item colours a specific colour can be assigned 
to the exterior or interior side of the surface. the colours are 
selected through a colour picker.
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6. gallerY anD inforMation

under menu item start you enter the gallery of surfer with 
a great choice of surfaces available to view with options to 
change given parameters. all surfaces are provided with 
additional information. there is a tutorial gallery with an 
introduction to surfer and how formulas and forms are 
related.

7. save, loaD, print anD eXport iMages

the buttons save and load allow saving and loading the 
surface as an image in the surfer file format (.jsurf). the 
file includes all settings (rotation, zoom, colours, special 
settings, etc.). with the export button you can save your 
image as png file. resolution settings can be changed in 
the pop-up menu. with the print button the image is sent to 
your default printer. please consult the technical manual for 
details on setting up latex, which is needed to display the 
equation at the print-out.

8. coMManD line set tings

the buttons save and load allow saving the surface as an 
image as surfer file in jsurf-format. the file includes all

9. surfer in scHool

surfer has been used in interactive teaching. please visit 
our website www.imaginary.org for ideas to use surfer at 
school
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10. surfer iMage coMpetitions

we collect nice, creative, interesting, funny images 
generated with surfer. example competitions with prizes 
can be found on our website. please send us your creations!

11. special set tings for surfer in MuseuMs or at eX−

Hibitions

there are several command line options to customize 
surfer for exhibitions or museum installations. 

11.1 language set tings:

by default all languages are displayed in the language 
selector. if you want to restrict the languages or fix your start 
language you can use the following command: 
-Dde.mfo.jsurfer.gui.languages=”en,de,es,ru,sr,pt” 

where en,de,es, etc. are the respective languages  for 
english, german, spanish, etc. the first language in the list 
will be the start language. if you leave the field empty all 
available languages are displayed with the start language 
of your system.

11.2 print DisplaY

to show a pop-up window with a custom text after clicking 
the print button you can use the following commando: 
-Dde.mfo.jsurfer.gui.printMessage=”textToDisplayDuringPr

inting” 

with this window you can inform visitors that the printing is 
in process or that they can pick up the print-out at a different 
place, etc.
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11.3 sHow/HiDe options

with the following commands you can show/hide the 
various buttons, toggle full screen mode at start and show/
hide the mouse pointer: 
-Dde.mfo.jsurfer.gui.showPrintButton=true/false 

-Dde.mfo.jsurfer.gui.showLoadSaveButton=true/false 

-Dde.mfo.jsurfer.gui.showExportButton=true/false 

-Dde.mfo.jsurfer.gui.hideCursor=true/false 

-Dde.mfo.jsurfer.gui.fullscreen=true/false 
 
as an  example see the commando for an english only, full 
screen exhibition surfer: 
javaws -J -Dde.mfo.jsurfer.gui.languages=”en” -Dde.

mfo.jsurfer.gui.showPrintButton=false -Dde.mfo.

jsurfer.gui.showLoadSaveButton=false -Dde.mfo.jsurfer.

gui.showExportButton=false -Dde.mfo.jsurfer.gui.

hideCursor=true -Dde.mfo.jsurfer.gui.fullscreen=true 

SURFER.jnlp

for detailed information and advice on how to use surfer 
as an interactive installation in museums or at exhibitions, 
please refer to the technical installation manual from the 
surfer 2008 program. it contains hardware specifications 
and information on the recommended operating system and 
printing setup.

DownloaD unD contact 
www.imaginary.org/program/surfer
surfer@imaginary.org

surfer teaM
surfer 2012 is a programme by the Mathematisches 
forschungsinstitut oberwolfach (Mfo) in collaboration 
with the Martin luther university Halle-wittenberg.
surfer is part of the travelling exhibition iMaginarY 
by the Mathematisches forschungsinstitut oberwolfach.

Direction: gert-Martin greuel
programming: christian stussak (Java renderer), Maik 
urbannek (JavafX), Henning Meyer (previous version)
concept, coordination: anna Hartkopf,  
andreas Daniel Matt
Design: christoph Knoth
concept, galleries: oliver labs
galleries: Herwig Hauser
texts: Maria alberich, Jordi buendía, capi corrales,
lara May, anna sabater and emilio sánchez.

surfer and iMaginarY are supported by the Klaus 
tschira stiftung and the federal Ministry of education 
and research (bMbf).


